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Meeting of the ESP Executive Committee in Pisa
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Training Committee outlined
the plans for future activities,
including future editions of the
Photobiology School in Brixen,
and new calls for travel and
exchange funding for young
photobiologists. Last but not
least, the partnership of the
ESP with the Royal Society of
Chemistry publisher remains
strong with the growth of our
journal (Photochemical and
Photobiological Sciences) and
the re-launch of to a very
successful book series.
The EC meeting followed the
meeting of the Congress
Organising Committee (OC)
which started the works for the
next ESP congress (more on
page 2).

Meeting of the ESP Executive Committee in Pisa
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ESP members celebrating the Year of Light and Light-Based Technologies

IYL2015: the Year of Light and Light-Based Technologies
In 2015, a year-long and worldwide series of coordinated activities took place on national
and international levels to promote in people of all ages and backgrounds the
appreciation of the central role of light in science and culture. Some of our members
were involved in the organization of events within the celebrations of IYL2015 at their
home institutions.
Here is a report of what happened…

Lights on in Parma
In late October 2015 the University of
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ESP members celebrating the Year of Light and Light-Based Technologies

Meanwhile in Norway....
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Get in touch if you would like to
report about a photobiology
event held/organized by your
Institution. EyeOnESP is happy to
hear from ESP members and
spread the news!
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School, students and books

School’s in for Summer!
The biannual rendez-vous with the ESP School of
Photobiology arrived: the 4th edition of the School was held in
Brixen (Italy), under the patronage of the University of
20th

Padova, from the
to
th
the 25 of June 2016.
This year a cohort of 44
students engaged with
a
rich
programme
and… enjoyed a walk
to the nearby Novacella
Abbey in a glorious
sunny afternoon!

Giulio Jori Fellowship
The EC, through the Education and Training Committee, is
about to launch a new funding scheme to promote
collaborative exchanges for young researchers with high
potential for a career in photobiology. Calls for application
will be issued annually, and a fellowship of up to 6000€ will
be awarded to work in a laboratory abroad for a maximum
of 3 months. This new scheme is named after Giulio Jori, as
a tribute to his commitment to foster the professional
development of young researchers. The ESP will pumpprime the award, and donations were already received to
support this initiative. More information on the Giulio Jori
Fellowship will soon be published on the ESP website.

Bring on the books!
In

September

Sage,

2015,

Lesley

Evelyne

Rhodes

and

Massimo Trotta became the
editors

of

the

book

“Comprehensive

series

Series

Photochemistry

in
and

Photobiology

Sciences”.

Created in 2001, the series fulfills
the need for a source of stateof-the-art information on the
theory and applications of wellestablished and new fields of
photobiology. 2016 has already
seen the release of several
volumes,

namely

“Water

Surface Photochemistry” edited
by P. Calza and D. Vione, and
the

two-volume

“Applications

of

book
Singlet

Oxygen” edited by S. Nonell
and C. Flors. The release of the
book “Photodynamic Medicine:
from Bench to Clinic”, edited by
H. Kostron, T. Hasan, and the
late Giulio Jori, is imminent, and
several perspective titles are on
the

way.

Alongside

the

hardcopy edition, it is now
possible to buy the electronic
version of individual chapters.
Thirteen books and 15 years
after day one, the series is
sporting a new team of editors
and a flamboyant new cover
design: we will see it populating
If you wish to make a donation to the Giulio Jori Fellowship Fund,
please contact us

the shelves (virtual or not) of
photobiologists.
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Catching up

The man behind the camera
While the delegates at the XVI ESP Congress in Aveiro last
September hopped from one session to the other to make the
most of the rich schedule, one man somehow managed to be
everywhere. Zé (José) M. G. Pereira, a freelance photographer
from Aveiro, documented our Congress with countless excellent
images. Zé was born in Coimbra in 1965, he has a degree in
Geography and a passion for photography ever since he can remember. In 1991 Zé started
working as a secondary school Geography teacher, but he kept on cultivating his interest in
photography by attending workshops and courses with professional Portuguese photographers.
In 2010 he taught on a professional course in Photography, and in 2014 he finally took the jump,
giving up of his career as a schoolteacher to become a professional photographer. Zé
describes the days of the ESP Congress as wonderful: not bad, considering he walked up to 18
km per day, according to his pedometer!

WWW-Welcome to the new website of the IUPB!
Visit the newly launched www.iuphotobiology.org to keep updated on our “sister Society”!

Congratulations to the first recipients of the ESP supplement to PhD!
During the AGM at the ESP Congress in Aveiro, the Education and Training Committee awarded
the ESP supplement to PhD to the first of many (we are sure) next-generation photobiologists. The
ESP supplement to the PhD was created last year by the ESP as a professional recognition of the
skills gained in a field of high multidisciplinary character. The five
awardees were:
Dr Maria Marin Altaba (University of East Anglia, UK)
Dr Eliana Alves (University of Aveiro, Portugal)
Dr Maria Garcia-Diaz (Ramon Llull University, Barcelona, Spain)
© José M. G. Pereira

Dr Roberto Tangorra (University of Bari, Italy)
Dr Ruben Ruiz Gonzalez (Ramon Llull University, Barcelona, Spain)
They completed their PhD in a photobiology-related discipline and their
work led to peer-reviewed articles.
If you are a PhD student or a supervisor, please check our website for

Eliana, Maria Altaba and Ruben

the details of how to apply for this valuable supplement.

September 2015: the ESP goes social
We now have a Facebook page! Check it out and…. like us!!
Join our Facebook page to keep in touch with the ESP and to see the photos from the Congress.

